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Cloud Backup for Google Workspace and Microsoft Office 365
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SysCloud has no reason to
access or use any of the data
elements, please note that if
the ‘customer’ uploads any
documents with the above-
mentioned data elements as
listed in the Schedule of Data,
SysCloud stores a copy of the
uploaded data on its secure
cloud infrastructure.
Similarly, if the ‘customer’
creates a policy on the
SysCloud Security product
possible examples mentioned
just for reference are life
threat, cyberbullying, violence,
drug abuse, child abuse,
objectionable content, CIPA,
PCI, FERPA, IEP, HIPAA,
confidential data &amp; sensitive
data. SysCloud will scan the
Standard Student Data Privacy Agreement
domain data and flag the
violations.
So the word ‘use’ under
CHECK IF USED BY YOUR
SYSTEM is defined by
SysCloud as storing a copy of
the data that is present in the
customer’s domain to
SysCloud’s secure cloud
infrastructure. Additionally,
under the SysCloud Security
product policies, SysCloud will
scan the customer domain
data and flag the violations.
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Provider:

LEA:  Scottsdale Unified School District #48

By signing this agreement, the vendor recognizes all standards for the collection and management
of data extends to all educators, staff members and parent/guardians of students within the
educational organization.
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